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Abstract
Background: We assessed the quality of life of ICU survivors using SF-36 at 4 months after ICU
discharge and investigated any correlation of PCS and MCS with age, illness severity and hospital
or ICU length of stay. We examined the relationship between these variables, persisting physical
and psychological symptoms and the perceived benefit of individual patients of follow-up.
Findings: For one year, adult patients admitted for multiple organ or advanced respiratory
support for greater than 48 hours to a 16-bedded teaching hospital general intensive care unit were
identified. Those surviving to discharge were sent a questionnaire at 4 months following ICU
discharge assessing quality of life and persisting symptoms. Demographic, length of stay and illness
severity data were recorded. Higher or lower scores were divided at the median value. A twotailed Students t-test assuming equal variances was used for normally-distributed data and MannWhitney tests for non-parametric data.
87 of 175 questionnaires were returned (50%), but only 65 had sufficient data giving a final response
rate of 37%. Elderly patients had increased MCS as compared with younger patients. The PCS was
inversely related to hospital LOS. There was a significant correlation between the presence of
psychological and physical symptoms and desire for follow-up.
Conclusion: Younger age and prolonged hospital stay are associated with lower mental or
physical quality of life and may be targets for rehabilitation. Patients with persisting symptoms at 4
months view follow-up as beneficial and a simple screening questionnaire may identify those likely
to attend outpatient services.

Background
It is increasingly recognised that intensive care unit (ICU)
survivors may have a reduction in quality of life [1,2].
Follow-up of survivors of ICU treatment has shown many
patients suffer long-term physical and psychological consequences [3-5], although the prevalence of these symp-

toms and the role of rehabilitation services remains
unclear.
Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) is a state of physical, mental and social wellbeing which is used in assessment of the longer term consequences of treatment [1].
There is no HRQOL score specific to the ICU population
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but a number of general scores have been evaluated [6,7].
Studies assessing HRQOL after intensive care have suggested it is reduced both in comparison to before admission [8-10] and in comparison to the general population
[11,12], although it improves with time [8,10].
Studies assessing factors predicting a lower HRQOL following ICU admission, have generated more mixed
results [6], which may represent the heterogeneity of both
study groups and assessment tools used in ICU outcome
research.
We assessed the quality of life of general ICU survivors
using the Short Form 36 (SF-36) at 4 months post ICU
discharge and investigated any correlation with age, illness severity and hospital or ICU length of stay. We
wished to investigate any predictors of low HRQOL scores
and identify patients who would potentially benefit from
a follow up clinic.
SF-36 is a generic QOL instrument so we supplemented
the questionnaire with further enquiries about persisting
physical and psychological symptoms which were generated by a combination of literature review and local interest [5,13]. Aware of the high nonattendance rates at ICU
clinics [14], we also asked patients to rate the perceived
usefulness to them of the introduction of a follow-up service at our institution and investigated any relationship
with persisting symptoms or SF 36-derived variables.

Methods
The study was approved by Brighton and Mid Sussex Local
Research Ethics Committee (MS 03/28). From November
2004 to October 2005 all adult patients admitted for multiple organ or advanced respiratory support for a period of
greater than 48 hours to a 16-bedded university teaching
hospital general intensive care unit were identified.
Patients surviving to ICU discharge were approached for
verbal consent to participate in the study by a member of
the Critical Care team and presented with an information
sheet describing the study. We excluded all patients from
outside the local area for whom we were unable to check
for death after hospital discharge in order to avoid distress
to next of kin and patients transferred from or to other
ICUs.
We recorded standard demographic data for all ICU
patients admitted for the period as well as illness severity
(APACHE II score) [15], ICU length of stay (LOS), hospital LOS, mortality status and readmissions to ICU or hospital. Readmission was defined as a return to either
hospital or the ICU having previously been discharged at
any time during the four month period of the study. This
was to identify patients less able to participate in the
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study. ICU and hospital LOS were calculated as days spent
either on ICU or in an acute hospital. ICU LOS was not
included in hospital LOS.
We posted a questionnaire to all participants four months
after ICU discharge. The questionnaire incorporated both
the SF36 (with permission of QualityMetric Incorporated,
Lincoln, USA) and questions about persisting symptoms
and desire for a local follow-up clinic. Patients were asked
"Have you suffered from any of the following in the previous month?" The symptom list consisted of swallowing
difficulties; loss of hearing; distressing memories popping
into your mind; sleep difficulties; poor concentration;
mood changes; weight loss. The patients were given no
details about potential follow-up services.
There is consensus that the SF-36 is one of two instruments suited for measuring quality of life after critical care
[1]. The SF-36 yields an 8-scale profile of functional health
and well-being scores as well as psychometrically-based
physical and mental health summary measures [16].
The SF-36 has demonstrated reliability and validity the
critically ill [12,17] and the physical (PCS) and mental
component summary (MCS) scores relating to quality of
life have been used to summarise findings in longitudinal
studies of mixed population ICU survivors [5,8,18].
The patients were provided with a stamped, self-addressed
envelope in which to return the questionnaire. The questionnaire was piloted on 22 patients and these patients
were not included in the final analysis.
Calculation of the SF-36 PCS and MCS scores were in
accordance with standard techniques and using QualityMetric software to transform results to "norm based data".
This adapts the data to show 50 as population mean and
10 representing one standard deviation [19].
Statistical analysis
Results from the SF-36 were compared between the
patients with the higher scores and those with the lower
scores for the discriminator: age, APACHE II score, length
of ICU stay (days), and hospital LOS (days). Higher or
lower scores were divided at the median value. A two sample, two-tailed Students t-test assuming equal variances
was used, p < 0.05 was considered significant (*). Results
were compared between the lower 50% and higher 50%
of patients for each discriminator.

The perceived benefit of follow up services was rated
according to a five point scale (Table 1) and groups with
or without persisting symptoms compared using the
Mann-Whitney test converted to 2-tailed p value.
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Results
363 patients required multiple organ or advanced respiratory support with length of stay > 48 hours during the
study period and of these 219 survived to 4 months following ICU discharge. 175 had returned home 4 months
after ICU discharge. 87 questionnaires were returned with
some data giving a response rate of 50%. The entire 175
were analyzed to explore the differences between the
patients who responded to the questionnaire as compared
to the non-responders (Table 2). Only 65 questionnaires
had sufficient data to allow calculation of MCS and PCS
scores which gives a response rate of 37% for summary
score data (Table 3). Elderly patients had increased mental component summary as compared with younger
patients. The physical component summary was inversely
related to hospital LOS.
The desire for a follow-up service was rated on a 5-point
scoring system and was completed by 83 patients (47%).
There was no correlation between the perceived benefit of
follow up services and demographic variables, illness
severity or LOS, PCS, MCS or PCS and MCS combined.
The persistence of symptoms in our population is illustrated in Figure 1. These symptoms were divided into psychological (distressing memories, sleep difficulties, poor
concentration and mood changes) and physical groupings (dysphagia, weight loss and loss of hearing) in an
attempt to mirror the PCS and MCS broad categorizations.
There was a highly statistically significant relationship
between the presence of either physical symptoms or psychological symptoms and the desire for follow-up (Figures 2 and 3).

Discussion
Our study showed that elderly ICU survivors, after ICU
discharge, demonstrated a statistically significant differTable 1: Responses to: "How beneficial do you think a follow-up
service would have been to you?"

Response

Score rating

All patients
n = 83

Not at all

1

8

A little

2

13

Moderately

3

14

Quite a bit

4

23

Extremely

5

25

83 out of 87 patients responded to this question.

ence in the MCS of the SF-36 to younger patients. This
positive mental health attitude has been shown by others,
but only in sub domains of the SF-36 or specifically in
men [8,11,20,21]. This finding of a more positive mental
component summary in older patients may have several
explanations. It may represent a difference in reason for
ICU admission. Studies have shown that HRQOL scores
are similar before and after ICU for patients with pre-existing ill-health, while patients suffering sudden and acute
pathologies have a marked reduction in score [12,22].
Our results may represent the fact that there are a greater
proportion of younger patients in the second category.
A second explanation may be that older patients are better
able to cope with the consequences of surviving critical illness than younger people. The similarity in PCS between
the two groups would support this. Our study suggests
that there may be differing expectations and willingness to
accept physical limitations between older and younger
patients.
We demonstrated a correlation between hospital length of
stay and the physical component summary of the SF 36,
the PCS. As Hospital LOS was calculated following discharge from ICU this would represent patients with a prolonged recovery and was expected as physical weakness
inevitably impacts on ability to leave hospital. There is
also a recognized relationship in ICU survivors between
hospital LOS and subsequent development of chronic
pain as chronic pain is associated with a poorer HRQOL
[20]. Trauma patients, who are often younger, are also
known to have prolonged hospital stay on the general
ward [23].
We did not demonstrate a correlation between APACHE II
scoring and PCS or MCS in ICU survivors. This is consistent with other authors who looked directly at this relationship [5,8].
We assessed other morbidities of interest to us using a
series of short questions added to the SF-36 tool as previously advocated [1]. The results demonstrate a large
amount of psychological morbidity, a finding consistent
with other UK investigators [5,24,25]. The positive correlation between specific ICU-related symptoms and the
perceived benefit of a follow-up clinic was marked and
although the usefulness of individual symptoms is debatable, that patients with persisting symptoms attributable
to ICU stay are more likely to feel follow-up services are
beneficial may be useful in screening patients likely to use
rehabilitation facilities.
Strengths and Limitations of the Study
The strength of our study was our attempt to identify a
pure general ICU population, using requirement for mul-
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Table 2: Differences between patients responding and not responding to the questionnaire sent to them

All Responders

Full data Responders

All Non-responders

Number

87

65

88

Age (median years)

66 (55–73)

63 (53–73)

59 (41–71)

Sex

32% Female

29% Female

34% Female

APACHE II (median)

18 (15–24)

17 (14–22)

17 (12–20)

ICU length of stay (median days)

8 (3–16)

8 (3–14)

5 (3–12)

Hospital length of stay (median days)

25 (15–48)

25 (14–47)

24 (14–36)

Hospital readmission rate

24%

26%

34%

ICU readmission rate

3.5%

4.6%

10%

Characteristics of both groups of responders described; all responders including those with partial data and full responders defined as those with
sufficient data to allow PCS and MCS to be calculated. Interquartile range in brackets.

tiple organ or advanced respiratory support and LOS > 48
hours.
The largest limitation of our study is the response, with a
questionnaire return rate of approximately 50%.
Although consistent with previous studies using a postal
self-administered technique [20,26] it is less than studies
using SF 36 administered by other methods [8,11].
The number of patients unable to fully complete the questionnaire was also disappointing providing a response
rate for PCS and MCS data of only 37%.
Aware of the potential for selection bias as a result of the
low response rate, we looked for differences between the
patients responding or not to the questionnaire. The differences in both hospital and ICU readmission rates suggest that the non responders may have still been in

hospital or only recently discharged. The fact that the nonresponders were younger is not necessarily surprising, but
younger and sicker less easy to explain.
The readmission rate to hospital within four months of
the ICU survivors was higher than expected [27]. 70% of
admissions were related to the primary ICU admission.
In retrospect, the prospective categorization of symptoms
into physical and psychological, whilst influenced by SF36 PCS and MCS, was confusing and open to criticism. If
the results had been analysed using simply persisting
symptoms vs. perceived benefit of clinic they would have
been more statistically significant (Mann-Whitney 2tailed p < 0.002).
We have used norm based data from a US population to
calculate the physical and mental health summary scores.

Table 3: MCS and PCS relationship to discriminators of age, length of stay and illness severity.

MCS

PCS

Discriminator

Age (years)

Hospital length of stay
(days)

ICU length of stay
(days)

APACHE II

Mean below median value

39.32* (14.3)

44.99 (14.7)

42.12 (15.2)

44.04 (16.2)

Mean above median value

46.78 (14.7)

41.28 (15.1)

44.07 (14.8)

42.21 (13.7)

Mean below median value

35.04 (11.7)

39.31* (12.8)

36.08 (11.9)

35.85 (12.1)

Mean above median value

36.36 (11.5)

32.22 (9.0)

35.35 (11.4)

35.60 (11.1)

Relationship defined by the median of each variable in the responder patients (see Table 2). Standard deviations given in brackets. Patients above
median age show improved SF-36 mental component scores. Patients above hospital median LOS have lower physical component scores. (*
indicates statistical significance 2-tailed Student's t-test < 0.05. See text)
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Figure 1 symptoms related to ICU admission at 4 months
Persisting
Persisting symptoms related to ICU admission at 4 months. The number of patients having persisting symptoms as
described in Methods in the previous 1 month. Many patients had more than one symptom.


Figure 2 and physical symptoms
Follow-up
Follow-up and physical symptoms. Score of perceived usefulness of follow-up services vs. number of patients describing
physical symptoms in the previous month. Patients with symptoms are more likely to perceive follow-up services as beneficial
(Mann-Whitney test 2 tailed p < 0.01*(0.0094)).
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Figure 3 and psychological symptoms
Follow-up
Follow-up and psychological symptoms. Score of perceived usefulness of follow-up services vs. number of patients
describing psychological symptoms in the previous month. Patients with symptoms are more likely to perceive follow-up services as beneficial (Mann-Whitney test 2-tailed p < 0.01*(0.0036)).
There is limited normative data for the SF-36 on the UK
population over 64 and caution has been counseled in its
use [28].
Four months may be considered a short survey time for
critically ill patients with prolonged ICU stay, the recommendation is 6–12 months [1] and we may have gained
more by assessing pre-admission QOL from relatives as
previously described [8].

Abbreviations
ICU: Intensive Care Unit; HRQOL: Health-related quality
of life; SF-36: Short Form 36; MCS: Mental component
summary of the SF-36; PCS: Physical component summary of the SF-36; LOS: Length of stay.
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